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Abstract 
The United States (US) has what is known as birth-
right citizenship, a policy that grants citizenship to 
anyone born in the US and is relatively unique globally. 
The release of a new policy by the current 
administration perpetuates many fears of foreigners 
and immigrants. It is unknown how this policy will 
affect the digital privacy of foreign visitors entering the 
US temporarily for school or work opportunities that 
may be pregnant. To better understand the impact of 
this policy on pregnant foreigners and immigrants more 
research needs to be conducted especially surrounding 
online privacy practices of expats. In this paper, I 
describe the privacy concerns associated with digital 
support seeking for pregnant people across various 
identities as discussed in the literature. Then propose 
methods to conduct research that empowers pregnant 
immigrants and visitors through community 
partnerships and educational resources.  
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Introduction 
Pregnancy can present many stressors, but it may 
prove to be especially challenging for immigrants in or 
entering the United States (US). The US has what is 
known as birth-right citizenship, a policy that grants 
citizenship to anyone born in the US and is relatively 
unique globally [20]. The release of a new policy by the 
current administration perpetuates many fears of 
foreigners and immigrants [3,6,15,16]. The new policy 
allows consular officers to reject entrance to pregnant 
people they believe are entering the US with the hopes 
of delivering their children there, commonly referred to 
as “birth tourism” [3,6,15,16]. This policy tends to 
enable discrimination specifically against black and 
brown immigrants [15] but allows access to those from 
a list of 39 approved countries [16].  

Immigrant women account for little more than 50% of 
the immigrant population in the United States [3]. The 
rejection of these people on the perceived notion of 
“birth tourism” is unjust, as there is no law that 
prohibits people from travelling while pregnant [17,18], 
nor prevents them from giving birth as long as they can 
cover all costs and appropriately state the purpose of 
the visit. It is not known how this policy will affect 
foreign visitors entering the US temporarily for school 
or work opportunities that may be pregnant.  

To better recognize the impact of this policy on 
pregnant foreign visitors, more research needs to be 
conducted to understand their online privacy practices. 

We must draw from the current body of knowledge that 
examines the challenges faced by foreign visitors and 
immigrants with varying citizenship statuses as they 
gather information and find support during pregnancy. 
Additionally, research should be conducted to support 
understanding the experiences from pregnant and 
recently pregnant foreign visitors and immigrants 
themselves. 

In this paper, I describe the privacy concerns 
associated with digital support seeking for pregnant 
people across various identities as discussed in 
literature. I then propose ways to conduct research that 
empowers foreign visitors and immigrants in the face of 
such xenophobic times. For the purposes of this paper, 
the colloquial phrasing expat will be used to encompass 
immigrant women—both documented and 
undocumented—as well as people visiting the United 
States for school, work or travel. 

Challenges faced by Foreign Visitors and 
Immigrants 
Much research has been conducted on immigrant 
women [2, 9,13], pregnant people [1,4,5,7,10] and 
international students [12] on online platforms such as 
Facebook [1], WhatsApp [7] and many more [8,10]. 
Challenges faced when looking for information online 
included perceived value of digital technologies through 
the use of online websites and access to online sites 
[13] thus, there seems to be a limit to the websites 
that catered specifically to the needs of pregnant 
expats. Further research to identify the digital 
resources specifically available to expats is needed. 
Research also found, that some concerns held by 
immigrants included online harassment by xenophobic 
online users and the role of self-censorship [2]. A 



 

difference in acculturation strategies may impact the 
level of censorship individuals may impose on 
themselves [14]. Additionally, challenges that were 
expressed by pregnant mothers includes, loss of control 
due to oversharing and potential third-party sharing 
[1]. Thus, there is a need for digital literacy classes and 
changes to privacy policies surrounding the health 
conditions, and pregnancy status of individuals.  

Although privacy has been found to be crucial in these 
individual contexts, more research is needed to 
understand and empower pregnant expats as they use 
digital technologies for information and support 
seeking. Therefore, privacy aspects should be seen as a 
dual process, provide security to pregnant woman, and 
empower them to seek and provide support. 

Implications for Empowering Research 
Research conducted to empower pregnant expats 
should be community driven and educational.  

Community Driven: Due to the temporary status of 
some expats, we should conduct research with the 
community organizations that usually aid these 
individuals. Partnerships may be established with 
organizations such as churches, nonprofits, free clinics, 
university international student groups or other 
organizations that specifically serve foreigners. 
Partnerships with these groups benefit researchers by 
providing easier access for recruiting while also 
benefiting the organization by conducting research that 
supports organization values including how they can 
help in the privacy protection of pregnant expats. 
Additionally, it ensures that any information and 
resources produced reaches the people who need it the 
most.  

Educational: As the old adage goes, “knowledge is 
power”. Research should result in the production of 
artifacts or information that helps the members of the 
community through education, training and advocacy 
supporting privacy policies. Educational programs that 
improve digital literacy, health literacy, policies around 
workplace, discrimination, women rights, and access to 
additional resources should be given to the members of 
the organization to empower them.  

Conclusion 
New policy and the discussion of birthright citizenship 
granted to all regardless of parental citizen status is 
relatively unique to the US. However, impact of 
xenophobic policies is far reaching.  Thus, the creation 
of new policies that further perpetuates xenophobia 
needs to be understood, while maintaining the privacy 
and empowering expats who reside in the US, and 
other countries with other such vulnerable populations.  
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